French scientists voted on 12 February to continue a national strike that began on 2 February in protest at proposed government reforms of academic careers (see Nature 457, 640-641; 200 9). Valérie Pécresse, France's science minister, had offered a twomonth mediation to revise the draft decree implementing the changes, but to no avail.
The row gathered momentum with nationwide street demonstrations on 10 February; Paris alone saw as many 40,000 researchers and students turn out to protest.
Researchers have now expanded their demands to include reversing the proposed transformation of the CNRS, Europe's largest basic-science agency, into a research council, and other reforms of the university and research systems.
The government lost further support as university presidents, top scientists and a slew of research bodies called for the reforms to be rethought in closer consultation with the research community. To cope with the crisis, departments have frozen faculty hiring and have begun to draw up contingency plans in case large building projects -including a proposed new science complex -are put on hold.
Safety precautions delay start-up of hadron collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the world's most powerful particle accelerator, will see no collisions until late October, more than a year after its planned start date.
Officials from CERN, the LHC's host laboratory near Geneva, Switzerland, had hoped to restart the machine by summer 2009, after it was seriously damaged during power tests last September. But on 9 February CERN announced a further delay, citing additional safety protocols and complex repair schedules as the reasons.
With a short technical stop over Christmas, the LHC will run through to autumn 2010, but it will accelerate its protons to just 5 teraelectronvolts (TeV), well below its designed 7 TeV. Pauline Gagnon, an experimental physicist with ATLAS, one of the LHC's detectors, thinks that at the reduced power "the chances of finding something will be limited", but that the LHC might still see some new physics. 
